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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Nineteenth Day: Thursday, December 28, 2017 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 186-55-34-23—30%W, 60%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #2 Tomater Gator (5th race)—3-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #1 Shar Ran (1st race)—6-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#1)SHAR RAN: 7F in wheelhouse; late jock change to Jose Ortiz, Jr. noted   
(#2)FAITH N HOPE: Caught slop in 4 of last 7 starts; better on a “fast” strip 
(#4)DUTCHESS OF DUKE: Fits on class; is bred to relish the surface change 
(#6)FLORIDA FABULOUS: Drops out of graded stakes races; capable fresh 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-4-6 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#4)SUN OF TARA: Huge turn of foot in last off shelf; back in for a tag today  
(#7)PASSIONATE GIRL: Toss last in slop, gets back to turf; hood “on” noted 
(#2)FANCY KITTEN: Back to conditioned claiming ranks; second off layoff 
(#3)EXTRAVAGANT BABY: Like the cutback to a 7.5F trip; third off shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-7-2-3 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#2)A J’S AMEX: On the drop for Navarro; placed in 8-of-9 starts lifetime   
(#5)LUNA LUNITA: Has some early lick and drops; turf-to-dirt has appeal 
(#6)U S DIVA: Hasn’t missed the tri in her past 5 starts on this class level 
(#3)BELLA SUNRISE: Improved with blinks last time; 1-turn mile on point 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-5-6-3 
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RACE FOUR 
(#8)ELECTRIFYING: Descends in class for Maker Barn; won 4-of-9 in 2017   
(#5)CHATIMENT: Sneaky good Claiming Crown try; slight stretch out suits 
(#1)GADSBY TAVERN: Barn solid off claim; first-or-second in last 4 at GP  
(#4)MARTINI KID: Canadian raider fits for $12.5K tag; dirt is the x-factor 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-5-1-4 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#2)TOMATER GATOR: Drops, “bullet” in holster; Jaramillo on lone speed?   
(#6)MUSICAL HEART: Slides in for a $35K tag; rider change to Rosario a + 
(#1)AFFLUENTIAL: Rallied despite rough start in last; tighter this time 
(#4)BONUS CARD: Takes a significant class drop and picks up Saez; upside 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-1-4 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#4)FEED ME CARATS: Snug fit vs. $16K “2 lifetime” types; high% outfit   
(#8)RAIN IN SPAIN: Wide last time; useful second when last seen for $16K 
(#6)DOUBLE CABERNET: Has improved with blinkers “off”; steps up today 
(#3)BULLET THEBLUE SKY: Tapeta-to-turf on point; steps up off the claim 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-8-6-3 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#10)RAY’S THE BAR(GB): Second for a quarter in Queens; fires fresh  
(#4)ADONIS CREED(FR): Toss last on “yielding” ground; marked drop 
(#7)IMMUNITY: Big finish when last seen for a tag; prefers cut in ground 
(#6)SALT MINE: Ran like she needed her last start; moves forward today 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-4-7-6 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#7)SHIP DISTURBER: Huge effort against bias in last; won 7-of-13 in 2017   
(#6)HARRYHEE: Great form on this level; lost all chance at start in last 
(#9)SANDRO: Hard-knocking fellow has placed in 12-of-16 starts this year 
(#4)SOCIAL ROY: Riding a 3-race win streak; puzzling move to geld him 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-9-4 
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RACE NINE 
(#5)THE ZIP ZIP MAN: Wide trip cost him the win in last; back in for $25K   
(#2)DUBAI BOB: Has won 4-of-9 this year but is consistently inconsistent 
(#4)VERSED: Won his last start off a layoff; perfect on Gulfstream’s course 
(#6)SHOSHONE BRAVE: Has never run poorly on the grass; likely overlay 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-2-4-6 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#5)HOWDY BOY: Has solid form on “firm” ground; drops in for a quarter   
(#6)REVOLVING SON: Draw a line through his last on dirt; fits for $25K 
(#13)THUNDER AND RAIN: Will relish turf; well meant for $25K for TAP? 
(#8)NONNO NINO: Liking the dirt-to-turf play; third start off the sidelines 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-13-8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


